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LIVED \H'l'lI PIFLATION

Nov~ays
t~lat

we frequently can find in the United States articles

try to explain

teacil us

I

sOfi1~"hat

I

hOVl

to cope with inflation I

a sure ('lay to beat inflation'

, or that try to

.!Iy aim in this article is

dif ferent , I will try to explain

how we lived with in-

flation.

Who are we?

we are t,le people from Argentina .One of the

~st ri=~~:~~ countries
iSA~bo»~one third

,),;; L4..L

/zt.£l1-. £tI7...L

a. e-

in the '''orld in natural resources. Its size

of the United States, and our population

vf!1!..u-:6 J/Y,) / ' /

;3ohlewhere near 25 million. vle have oil , metals , fish
all , one of the best
e~ucated

level of

far~~ds(in tl{e'world-:WeaTso

is

, and ab crte
have a high

peoole. But there is also another thing which is

very high , and in which we are currently t:1e leaders of the world:
inflation . Ho one likes to be a leader in this matter .IJeither do
we .Dut to unJerstand historY we must take it as it was.In the last
eJecade the conswuer price inuel&:
11~.00J

s1,y-rocketed from 140 in 1963 to

in 197G.With these same standards, your $5.000 car would

cost ten years frof,! nOvl 04. 000.0:)0 • You may Le t:1inking of keeping
-your car in the crarage and wait till then to become a millionaire.
Hut tllat is not the way it works .llmv about having to pay $2.400 for
d

pound of meat? Or Duttincr

ing

'1U.'l

a $20J coin in the machine for chew-

?

You 111ay be thinkinq also that this cannot hapDen in tile
u.1itod States. Hilo knows?RemelTIber that in the first two years of
the last Llecade in Argentina, inflation was 9.G % in 1968 and
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6.7>;; in 19,59.LJow we :1av8 that rates in a mihnth.If I am accurate in
lily

J"scr iotiol1 of hO\'1 ,ny coun tr'lr.len tried to diminish the stern

effect;] of inflation

, then it would. be

elf)

t;o

the reader

to see

ho,,' h2 can make use Ol: t;'12 argentine experience to cone with his
present problems.It is amazing to see how history appears to
repeat itself.And yet, it is much more amazing to see how people
through out all the centuries , have
future

fall~d

to enlighten their

by stud.ying the nast.

There have always been people who correctly forecasted the
futur~

. There have always been. prophets . No matter \'07hat era \'1e are

stu(1-/iuy

,

there have always been some thinker that accurately

~redicted

the cominy events. Today a multitude of writers are expec-

tin,! ail increase in the rate of inflation of the united States.
Predictions

of these sorts have been made for almost twenty years

and

~hey

11 0 \-1

means h'rberinflation .And the odes are for hiperinflation to

.lave been oroved correct. But increasing tates of inflation

occur , if \'1'= do not cl1ange the current mOa'letary system and the
current trend towards a welfare state.

Toe question I will try to answer is how did people acted and
are actin'1

1111011

confronted with persistent high rates of inflation.

I 'di.ll llot

d~3.1

here wi t:1 the very interestin<.f topic of the soecial

OrObleHtS~hat arise
business in general.

Lluriny inflation and tllat affect Industry and
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Reduciilg casn-holdillgs

The Argentintans / used to live with inflation for more
than thirty years / have developed a particular ability that
allows them to neutralize some of the pernicious

effects that

it produces. This faculty aquired after long suffering years/can
serve as an experience for people who are just now startinq to
undergo the same events.

The basic rule that every individual must abet duting
inflation times

is very short and very simple:minimize their

cash-holdings. To achieve this objective they nffist make their
purchases as soon as they receive their income.This is necessary
because iuf lation can be regarded as a tax on cash-holdings.
Tile longer you holl: the Dloney / and the more you hold

/ the

more you 10se.And with hiyh rates of inflation / you lose money
every day.An economist would put it in different terms .He would
say that tile utility that people derive from the use of paper
money

decreases as inflation increases.It is a disadvantage

to hold assets (in

t~is

case money) that lose value at an increasing

speed. Paper money is not like a durable consumer good that loses
value rendering a service , paper money loses its value without
cenclcring any sertice to its possesor.

In order to be able to spend their income as smon as they
receive it , individuals must start by olanning their future
expenditures , leaving only a small supply of cash for buying
perishable goods such as meat ,milk or bread. If there is any
re~,ant

it should be carefully invested. The first week of the

·

.

-4month , wnen people receive their salary , the supermarkets are
crowued , long lines are formed in front of the cashiers. The same
is true

in cinemas , restaurants and different sort of businesses.

The desolated aisles , by contrast

tell us that the month is

endii1g , no one has any cash left.Aware of this type of reaction
store managers rise prices during the first week and lower them
in tae last. Due to the contmnuos inflation, this price policy
has not been able

~o

counterbalance the cyclical flow of public.

Let us shift our attentmon from consumption

to investment.

We will put our focus now on the remnant from consumption and the
best way to invest it.

Real estate
Buyimg property has always been a good investment in periods
of rising prlices. 'rile posibili ty of investing money on homes , apar~
wants

or land , is open to everyone.No matter what economic posi-

tion you have.Although it is true that not everyone can buy a home
or an apartment, almost anyone can buy a tiny plot of land. Prices
will vary according size and location, demand and supply.

TI~

Real estate market increases its importance as inflation

increases , Jue to the fact that that both houses and land do not
lose value

wit~

respect other goods. This causes an increased demand

'l a sI1it t in the demand curve) that causes an increase in the relative orices that in turn convinces people to build more houses
anJ sell more land. Host of the buyers did not purchased the land

•

~o

use it ; thay

mer~lv

,frOUl) of individuals
investment

ill

bought it as an investQent.For a large

, real estate has been the only Drofitable

a Ii 1:'2 tine.

'l'he ways of ,1calinCj in real estate have greatly varied
throu9h the years.'l':lirty years ago, the economic situation in
Argen tina , was in some

':'dY

similar to the one we have nOvl in

the United States.The inflation wates were still bellow a ten
Qercent , but they were starting to increase. The country had a
very uell organized caDital market , and oLviously then a perfectllit
li3ed

established

mortgage market. The state in 1949 hationa-

the Central Dank , they had the idea that a monetary

Dolicy should enforce a 10vl interest rate in order to encouraqe
economic Jevelopment.l':le inflationary Dolicies of the governlT1ent
soon brought high rates of inflation , Lut still , they tried
uilflinchingly to keeD tne inteeet

rates dmvn by credit: ex:)ansion.

All the ?eonle who bought homes with mortgages finished
nayin'] ?ennies.The ones who did not still are hurtimg.They were
afraij and reluctant or getting indebted, persistent double digit
inflation seemed a thina unlikely to occur.Now we do not only
b2leive these

figJr~~

, we are used to live with them and in

only one month.

To obtain a '11OrtQage loan was equivalent to a present.And
~.~

does not like presents? Soon these crectits started to get scarce

state bank was in bharge of the rationing. Raffling , political

r
1

.cerence or povertj degree, were some of the methods used to

..
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distribute the money. The mortgage market kept drying up until the last
government took over

and established financial freedom and free interest

rates.The market now free to act

made an innovation that allowed for a

resurection of the mortgage market , this was the creation of "inflation
adjusted interest rates".When the
very high
to find

inflation or the interest rates get

,let us arbitrairily say

a 30% annual rate , it is difficult

people willing to take the risk of borrowing at that rate ,for

20 or 25 years (the usual period for a mortgage credit) .A reduction of
the interest rate

and the inflation to a 5%

in the future , could mean

the ruin of the borrower.A large group of optimist people , were convinced
that both inflation and interest rates were going to fall. This attitude
was encouraged by the assertions from all the governments that they were
going to reduce inflation to 'normal levels'.
It was difficult also to find someone who would like to lend money
for

such a long term.Two continuos years with 100% inflation ,would

practically

evaporate the debt."Inflation adjusted interest rates" soon

became very popular .They eliminate great part of the risk involved in
borrowing and lending through periods of inf1ation.Suppose that a bank
ai,' ,"r

charges you for a loan
100%

6%

the bank charges 106%

over the inflation rate.If the inflation is
, i f the inflation is 30% they charge 36%.

There is still a difference in the real interest rate .It is not the same
to pay a 36 % over an inflation of 30% , than to pay 106 % with an 100%
rate of inflation. (1)
(1) It can be demonstrated that the formula for obtaining the real interest
rate is:
r

= i-I
1 + I

where

r= real interest rate

i= nominal interest rate (in decimal
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Without

inflation adjusted interest rates or a mortgage market •

the only posibility for dealing in real estate was buying and selling in
cash .It was also profitable to construct and sell • lIl~s a rule you had
to be more careful in the selling than in the buying.Nearely all new homes
and apartments were sold before finished • at a fixed price and in fixed
installments. But when inflation worsened this way of selling led only to
bankruptcy.The installments were not enough to cover the expenses.When the
constructor tried to finish
No~ays

the buildings he found himself short of money.

if you sell in monthly installments you always adjust the debt

according to the rate of inflation.Monthly payments are not only being
adjusted with price increases but also with wage increases.It is easier
to sell a home

with its final price adjusted with a wage index than with

a price index.The buyer can expect that the price is not going to rise
higher

and faster than the increase in a general wage index.If wages

increase then the monthly payments increase

J

if they decline then the

payments decline.So the problem for the buyer of not knowing if he is
going to be able to afford the payments in the future is also diminished.
When you wanted to sell a property • you had to be careful not
to establish a fixed selling price

in argentine currency (that is in

a rapid depreciating currency).It is still usual to see in the argentine
newspapers advertisements that state the selling price of property in
terms of U.S. dollars.If you wanted to sell in cash. you had to ask for
the cash payments as soon as posible .Remember that a deffered payment

values

e.g. 10%: 0.10) ; I : inflationfate (in decimal values).

Applying this formula to our example a 106% interest rate with an 100!
inflation rate is equivalent to a 3% real interest rate.A 36% interest
rate with a 30% inflation represents a 4.61% real interest rate.
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with a ten percent rate of inflation is a not deferred loss.

Getting indebted

I t is

readily accepted that in period of increasing unanticipated

inflation, debtors gain at expense of the creditors.But also in periods
of constant inflation new debtors can obtain a profit. This is caused by
government intervention in the market.Now a days, monetary authorities try
to fix

an interest rate not only lower than the one that would exist under

a free financial market , but in addition lower than the rate of inflation.
As any maximum price lower than the market price , this rate causes. a
scarcity of loanable funds .Anyone who borrows money at an interest rate
lower than the inflation, is really borrowing without any real cost.
The banks , being obliged to make loans at very low interest rates
find it difficult to obtain money, but find a long line of clients waiting to
receive credit.At that rate they cannot satisfy the needs of all the customers
so they restrict the credit and lend only to the better clients.Who are the
better clients? The people that carry a lower risk of defaulting.Generally
the bigger corporations

and the most wealthy people. The small investor

finds himself without any access at all to credit.
By 1975 it was easy to see how the people that borrowed money at
a 20% interest with a 200% inflation

, increased their wealth.A lot of

businesses had to rely on credit , on cheap credit to achieve a profit.
But it is sometimes difficult to them too , to find this scarce resource.

Inflation adjusted time deposits
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When in 1976 a new government gave freedom to the financial sector,it
substantially changed the savers' strategy. The banks and financial companies
in free competition
funds

had to offer high rates of return in order to obtain

, in order to draw the attention of the saver .
A new type of investment was needed . We have allready anticipated

some of the characteristic features of the inflation adjusted time deposits
when explaining "real" interest rates.The banks beg-an to offer to the aaver
a return

of 6% above the inflation rate .This type of investment does not

exist in the United States
future rate of inflation

, banks try to guess which is going to be the
an add an "inflationary risk premium" in the

gross market rate of interest , (The rate of interest charged to the costumer)
Both banks

and costumers (creditors and debtors) try

unsuccesfully

to

anticipate the correct rate of inflatioa.lf double-digit inflation continues
to occur in the United States
for

"escalated" rates to

then

it is going to be a matter of months

appear.

I am not going to carry the discussion of this type of investments
for much longer
are

, because

the principle is very easy

complicated .There is still a risk involved

Inflation is usually 'measured' bj price indecis

but the technicallities

in this type of dealings.
, these price indecis

used

for these purposes are obtained by monitoring the prices of a determinate ,
fixed basket of goods.lt would be a coincidence that this index
the
rise

ris~

more

would reflect

of the cost of living experienced by any individual. This index can
sharply

or more slowly than the loss in the purchasing power

of the money .This difference should be taken in account when considering
the net result of the investment.
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Foreign exchange and Gold investments

One of the methods most widely used by Argentineans to avoid the
hazards caused by inflation was the purchase of foreign currency and or
gold.As soon as an individual received his income he set appart the amount
for consumption and with the remnant

he immediately bought foreign currency

mainly dollars .The dollars became so popular that nearly all the savings
of childs , adults and eldery people , were kept in this form. People are
so familiar with the dollar that gave him a nick-name

in spanish ,"verdes"

(that means greens) .This interest in the dollar made its value rise at
a rate higher than the inflation .But this happened only until a free
banking system was established in 1976.As soon as people had better investments
in Argentine currency, there was a shifting from dollars to savings deposits.
This situation together with a persistent balance of payments surplus caused
the dollar to increase in 1978 only a 70% compared with the 160% increase
in the consumer price index.
It is difficult

to imagine the people of the United States acting

in the same way .After all a 10% inflation rate has not been sufficiently
attractive to induce people to change their dollars into German marks or
Swiss francs .We have

also to bear in mind that this currencies also

experience some inflation ( in fact the money supply increased more rapidly
in 1978 in the European countries than in the U.S.).The dollar is an international currency

and for that reason it is demanded through all the world

The americans should then try to invest in a more international money
And this international money is not a paper money

, it is gold.

Investments in gold have proven to be a good hedge against inflation.
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Although
people

governments tried to disencourage this type of investments ,the

payed no attention and traded in gold also when forbidden.As it

happened also in foreign currency , whenever the government tried to ban
its marketing, a black market developed.To see if gold has been a good
investment we have to find an answer to this simple question;after all these
years of inflation

can you buy with a gram of gold more or less than before?

If we look at the Argentine history the answer is going to be more.But even
in the United States , if we take into account the last SO years , prices
have increased nearly

four times

while gold increased more than ten time$

in dollar value (the ounce of gold in 1929 was traded for $20.67 , now by
1979 the ounce of gold is sold at $240.00).In terms of gold prices have
actually decreased!
The buying and selling of gold and of gold coins is completely free
nowadays in Argentina .As soon as people get used to free competition
trading in gold is going to increase .All the fears
gold

• the

of importing and exporting

, are going to be over , and all the people are going to have a good

investment at hand.

Speculation

Economic science tells us that there are three ways

by which we

can obtain an income (excluding stealing and gifte).Working ,investing and
speculating .We call wages or salary the remuneration to the worker for his
labor. Interest , to the rate of return for a money investment .And entrepreneurial income to the result of speculative action .The importance of this
third source of income increases during times of inflation.
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When a period of rising prices occur , at first no one expects it.
This is the period of unanticipated inflation , where debtors win what creditors lose

and when the workers see their real wages diminishing .Real

labor wages ( the first type of income) decline as a result of price increases

,the same wage at higher prices can buy only fewer goods .The second

type of income is also curtailed , interest do not reflect the increase in
prices. But we still have one source of income that is not damaged in the
same proportion

, speculation.

Speculating , is the activity that adapts the factors of production
in order to satisfy human needs. Buying and selling

,

forestalling or storing

goods when prices are down and selling when prices are high ; dealing in stocks
buying bonds or dealing in commodities exchanges , are all different types of
speculation. (Real estate and foreign currencies

were the favorites

it:~peculation)

"I see no prosperity beyond with your salary alone" .This saying
is a self-evident truth in Argentina. If you want to prosper you cannot rely
in your salary

alone. You have to make your salary work.The income earned

appart from the regular wages

,are very important for a growing number

of people. Some bought old u8&d cars

fixed them and sold them with a profit.

The more refined dealt in paintings, art works or even antiques. They all
were good business.
For starting this sort of speculation not oaly you need a special
ability

and knowledge of the market, you also need capital.The poorer

elements of society

, unfortunately

are the people most likely to lack

this ability and capital. They usually consume all their inc'me .As their
only income is labor income , they have less defense against inflation.
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They are confronted with a "Catch 22" situation.If they consume all their
income they cahnot prosper > if they do not
inflation

and save in

mon~tary

form >

takes well care of destroying any chance of profit.
Not all real wages decline with inflation> some are automatically

adjusted and others have escalators clauses. Indexation is not a cure for
inflation> but it allows us to see its results.If a worker observes a 10%
price increase while his salary is increasing at a 5% rate

> he can not

doubt that his real salary has diminished .It is not a sin> if seeing this
situation they try to obtain

a wage increase equivalent to the inflatio•.

In a free market only the businesses
the same rate

than the inflation

that have increased their revenue

> can

at

satisfy the worker's demand.Index-

ation or escalators do not cause inflation

they show it.

Middle-men usually rise their selling prices > when they observe
that their costs are increasing .As they are self employed they don't need to
wait for a higher wage .If their demands are just> the market will judge
and free costumers will decide finally on this increase.A plumber> an
electrician or a gardener > all raise

the price of their services together

with inflation.And is not a coincidence that while all fixed earnings laborers
are struggling > these self-employed workers

see their relative salary increase.

We could say that while in business (industrial > comercial or financial)
wages increases are always laging and progressing in jumps > self employed
workers increase their own salaries smoothly and automatically together with
inflation. This is a result not of force or of labor unions> but just the
opposite> it is a result of free bargaining .It would be more difficult for
a plumber to increase the price of his serviues if this increase would need
to be generalized to all the plumbers working in the country.
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The plumbers ,electricians and gardeners are not part of,any labor union

<.

t.l

Argentina.They are free independent workers and their
in this way.The trend towards self-employment
years

__

~/ 11 \,

::'\".'

has increased

, and only a reduction of the inflation

A ~.

are better

1~ I

in

1-

defended,

\

in the last

rate can bring forth

an

opposite trend.

Dealing with commodities

During inflation the price of commodities rise.So clearly
in commodities

dealing

must be a good hedge against inflation.I already spoke about

dealing in used cars, antiques and works of art.Although they are commodities
that are easy to trade

they

require a high degree of knowledge

of the

product and the market.
The 'last word' in commodities trading

is

buying and selling

future contracts in commodities exchanges. These future contracts are specified quantities of goods

to be delivered in the future.Usually the goods

traded are products with a big market and a fairly stable demand and supply.
From farm products to
wide range of goods
Argentina

we have

non-ferrous metals

, the U.S. citizen

can

where he can invest his money.Unfortunately
only

a fairly well developed futures market

find

a

in
that

deals with farm products.Only specialists are used to deal in this markets
so only

these specialists were able to use

this type of contracts as

a hedge against inflation . The amazing increase that these exchanges
experienced in the United States , specially when inflation worsened ,
is showing us

th~

each time

more individuals are aware of the convenience

of this type of transactions.If inflation continues
of the best markets where to look for profits.

, these would be one
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The stock-exchange

The stock-exchange market , continues to fluctuate during inflation
and thus continues to create profit opportunities.So long as chaage exists,
there will always be a possibility for profit . But inflation makes so un- \
certain the development of business that the stock market is not regarded
as a fairly safe investment any more. By hampering economic calculation, the
inflation

distorts the only possible

tool that help the enterprises' success.

This in turn has a negative effect in the stock-market , regarded usually as
thermometer of business conditions.
The size of the stock-market decreases in comparison with other
sectors of the economy .And only full-time speculators start challenging the
risk. Most of the small investors were scared away to other
markets .This that happemned in Argentina

investments

, can happen also in the United

States.
Life-Insurance
I am dealing with this type of insurance only because of its popularity in the United States.It has been a long time since this type of
insurance has dissapeared in Argentina. It is not the insurance
who are not willing
apearence

companies

to deal in this business . The real reason for its diss-

is that the loses

are so great and so evident for the holder ,

that no inteligent person wants to'invest' his money in this form.
It was an unpleasant surprise for me when I read in the newspapers
than in the United Statee<5C% of the people hold life-insurance.And the great
majority of that 50% were the poorer elements of society. These people really
suffered and are going to suffer more-loses .But it seems that investing in
life-insurance is a deep rooted custom in North-America ,and that peop:e
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cling on to it

although it is a dangerous place to hang.The amounts you

pay to the insurance compant are losing their value together with inflation. (2)
A final word
I have not written about the effects of inflation.I only tried

to

explain the ways in which we acted'mostlt ot survive. There is no escape
from the destructive long-term effects of inflation , the decapitalizatioh
the maladjustment of production and the hindering of economic development.
While behaving

in the ways

described above we were able to diminish our

personal loses, and sometimes even make a profit, we rov~~tavoid the loss
of living in a less productive society.After three decades of inflation ,in
Argentina

we learned to live wit. it

.But all our habits have changed

completely.Our moral has changed. The futility of saving that we have experienced for so long

, have encouraged the people to live for the moment,

to find pleasure for today without caring for tomorow .While no one is
used to save, all amusement
What we call a thrifty man

or entertainment places

are constantly

full.

in Argentina looks like a spendthrift in the

United States.The mentality of providing for the future

has been anhilated

with inflation. Together with it we have lost the base for a rapid economic
development.
History can not tell us what to do , but it can show us the

effects

of past action.If the Argentine experience with inflation, that turned what
was onca-.called
stability , serves

the granary of the world"

into a country struggling for

as a lesson to western society , then our mistakes

(2)1 am not speaking here of accident life-isurance.

are
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not going to be so useless. But if the western world keeps ignoring history
and economic science
ourselves .

, and

inflation continues, we have to leaznto protect

